KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA TENGA VALLEY
AUTUMN BREAK HOMEWORK
(13 OCT 2018- 22 OCT 2018)
SUBJECT
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MATHS

EVS

HINDI
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CLASS I
Do one page handwriting daily.
Learn the work done in class.
Learn poem “If I Were An Apple”.
Practice reading.
Write and learn table from 1 to 10.
Write in words from 1 to 50.
Draw a clock on A4 size sheet.
Draw the shapes of triangle.
Write name of body parts.
Write name of colours.
Draw a family tree and paste passport size photograph of your family
members, also write their relation with you.
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CLASS II
1. Stick photos of your family members on a chart paper(you can make a
family tree also) and write their name and suitable title like Mr./ Mrs/Ms.
2. Write any 10 opposite words with pictures.
3. Make a picture story.
4. Make a pencil cap.
5. Write any 10 singular- plural words with pictures.
6. Draw/paste Musical instruments(any seven).
1. Make a picture by using different cutouts of basic shapes.
2. Make some garlands with colourful beads.(use 10 beads in one garland)
3. Make number 1 to 10 using match sticks by standing , sleeping and slanting
lines.
4. Paste a calendar on A4 size paper and find birthdays of your family
members and highlight them.
5. Compose a rhyme on days of the week.
6. Paste 5 wrappers of different things and show their price by using different
combination of notes and coins.
1. Learn any poem/rhyme related to occupation/job.(Hint- Cobbler cobbler
mend my shoes...)
2. Draw or paste pictures of different occupations and paste them on A4 sheet.
3. Draw and colour part of your school that you like the most.
4. Draw or paste pictures of – a) Land transport b) Water transport
c)Air transport
5. Name and paste pictures of historical monuments of India .
6. Draw and colour traffic light.
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CLASS III
Do one page handwriting in cursive look.
Learn the work done in class.
Paste picture of animals and their young ones.
Write name of 10 animals and their sound.
Practice reading.
Do as directed:- a) Add the following
429
287
309
514
187
+ 364
+476
+587
+295
+645
--------- --------- --------- ----------- -----------b) Subtract the following:
934
753
847
632
913
-512
-427
-359
-247
-647
--------- ------------- --------- ---------------------------2. Draw different types of balances.
3. Write table from 2 to 15 once and learn it.
4. Multiply : 45X23
92X3
90X45
32X14
1. Paste or draw the pictures of 5 food items you eat daily.
2. Draw/ paste 5 utensils which we used in kitchen and write their names.
3. Decorate one diya/candle.
4. Draw a picture of rainbow and write the name of colours.
5. Draw the picture of any two games which you like.
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CLASS IV
Do one page handwriting in cursive look.
Learn the work done in class.
Paste pictures of animals and their young ones.
Write 10 animals and their sound.
Practice reading.

MATHS
1. Colour the following fractions : 2/4, 6/7, 3/8, 5/10
2. Make your two own pattern of alphabates , addition, subtraction .
3. Learn tables from 2 to 15.
EVS

Q1 :- Read the lesson from “market to home” and paste the pictures of
the following fruits and vegetables on A – 4 SHEETS.
1) SMOOTH TO TOUCH
2) ROUGH TO TOUCH

3) SPOIL FASTER
4) CAN BE EAT RAW ONLY
5) CAN BE EAT COOKED ONLY.
Q2 :- Read the lesson “ busy month’ and complete the work :1) Make a model of nest
2) Make a cut out of birds given in the lesson
Q3 :- make a chart on the chapter [ a busy month]
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CLASS V

ENGLISH

1. Learn the work done.
2. Make masks- jane; Lazy frog; Rip Van Winkle: Train;Sultan; Barber; Malu
Bhalu; Ningthou; Gulliver.
3. Make collages- Topsy- Turvy Land; Gulliver’s Travels; Nobody’s Friend; The
Little Bully.
4. Do one page diary writing daily.
5. Make a picture dictionary of 20 new words.
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Convert into decimals- 5/10, 75/100, 823/1000, 12/20
Convert into fractions- 0.34, 0.9, 0.643,0.345
Add (a) 8.41 and 37.5 (b) 14.02 and 11.40
Convert into KG (a) 500grams (b) 250 grams
On graphsheet make your hand and find the area by counting numbers of
squares.
1. Learn the work done.
2. Make models- globe, solar system, windmill, stethoscope.
3. Make projects- save fuel, five states of india, five disasters, five women
achievers, dignity of labour.
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